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FROM THE PRESIDENT
It is with excitement, it is with
respectability, it is with sensibility, that I take
the honorable position as President of the
International Planetarium Society.
I have been elected to stand on a high hill
and peer down the valleys and over the
mountains; and at times I have felt as if I were in
the bo's'n chair at the top of the mast-to look
for landfalls beyond the horizon.
It was in Washington that I made a few
statements concerning the future as I saw it, and
after the completion of those statements I was
rendered speechless, elated and humbled by those
who stood applauding. It was a moment in one's
life that is not forgotten. I hope the years that lie
ahead will prove those moments well~deserved.
I stand now on the shoulders of taller men
than I, but, I've more hair! Looking back I see
Paul Engle, as having the attributes of gentleness,
foresight and mildness, an excellent combination
for the first President.
There is also Sig Wieser, "The Canadian
Marvel," with methodical preciseness and deep

insight. Then came Tom Gates, a businessman,
who started the "President's Newsletter," Don
Hall continued it. He passed it on, and now I
responsible for it.
For my predecessor, Mr. Don Hall, I
keen respect and admiration. He diligently
performed his responsibility with the
degree of professionalism. Perhaps he is tired and
I know he is, just from the almost OVt~r~rnelmmg
correspondence that I have received. He is not
out yet!
I look forward to working with individuals
like John Cotton, Chairman of the Publication
Committee;
Ron
Hartman,
Director
of
Publication Production; and Dave Hoffman, our
LP.S. Executive Editor. They have worked,
worked, worked, and smiled at the same
their efforts are producing a publication of which
we are all proud to be a part.
Now, here we are-James A. Hooks-(I've
already received a letter addressed to Jimmy
Hoo), Dave Roger, President Elect; Dave Batch,
Executive Secretary; and Walter Tenschert,
Treasurer. It will require cooperation, enthusiasm,
and creative vigor from all members to fulfill the
high aspirations that have been set forth. I, with
all sincerity, hope the future works of these, your
officers, will be in reality a demonstration of the
ideal.
Remember my thoughts, "I feel that
planetarians have the astronomical knowledge and
technical skills that make us unique individuals;
therefore, we must attempt to achieve respectable
international recognition." I will strive to do this
with the help of all members of the International
Planetarium Society,
Does the President of the United States, or
any member of Congress, the House of
Representatives, or the radio and television
network, and other mass media know that
planetarians collectively meet with, lecture to,
and come in contact with millions of
population yearly? More to come on that subject
in the near future.
As I have said before, "I am where I am
because of the members of this Society'
therefore, let us each begin to embrace the past
with remembrances and look to the future with
affection. "
Respectfully,
James A. Hooks
President
International Planetarium
Society
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Do I know how to pick them, or do I know how
pick them! I just received a press release from West
Chester State College in Pennsylvania to the effect that
Feature Editor George Reed was awarded a cash
and
a Distinguished Teaching Chair. He was one of 21
members from seven of Pennsylvania's state \';Vl,LCI.:f~'i;)
university to be so honored for excellence in tea,chIng.
Honors are not new to George. Back in 1971 he received
the National Science Teacher's Association's Ohaus Award
for innovation in science teaching.
Jeanne
Another NST A award winner
won the Ohaus
another Planetarian Feature Editor.
of
Award in 1977. Jeanne,
the
Presenters, along with Dennis
Barrow, Russ Harding, Dennis
a workshop entitled,
As t ronomy
Learning
Pre-School-Early
Middle
School-College Levels." This is part of the NSTA Annual
National Convention in Atlanta
held this
I can ': talk with pride about our Feature Editors
without letting you know that Herb
is
taking his Creative Corner
very
shortly to be rewarded with fatherhood. AU the best to
you, Herb, and to your lovely wife.
Now just a few announcements before I get off the
page. The Astronomical Society of the Pacific has a
are ac(:!etltiIlla
couple of things going. Up to May 15
nominations for their annual award to
achievement in the field of amateur astronomy. The
award includes a citation and a
cash
Write to
Andrew Fraknoi,
1290 24th
CA 94122. On June
symposiums,
and
on
Active Galaxies at Sonoma State U. near San Francisco.
Write To ASP for details.
Ruth
from the Office of Bit)liolqrclPh,y at the
of
of an
Library of Congress has a
extensive bibliography of
about the star of
Bethlehem. After you have sent for the list and have had
a chance to look it over, she welcomes any additions you
may have for it. There is a
chance that an ~HJLCUI.II~U.
listing may be
in
time for
of COlnarless.
Christmas 1979. Write to her at the
Office of Bibliography,
DC 20540.
And now just a reminder that we are always in need
of material for publication in the Planetarian. I encourage
you to send your ideas and contributions to the n~.·T1rl"I!~ ..
Feature Editor you think would be most interested in
them, ,and your articles to me at the Reiser
50 35th Street S.W., Wyoming, Michigan 49508.

tI;

~c.~
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Arthur C. Meyers III
Navarro College
Corsicana, Texas

Carolyn Sumners
Burke-Baker Planetarium
Houston, Texas

INTRODUCTION

In the previous paper (1 ), the authors discussed the
overall first year program developed at the Burke-Baker
Planetarium to integrate solar astronomy and solar energy.
This paper presents the panorama scenes used to set up
and introduce solar energy and energy usage. These scenes
employed the novel technique of graphic hyperbole to
present the more unpopular aspects of energy
conservation through a character called Mr. Splurge. The
resulting characterization served to describe the serious
problems with energy use while producing chuckles instead
of groans from the audience.
Prior to the summer of 1977, The Burke-Baker
Planetariu m had presented two programs on solar energy.
The very popular "Tribute to the Sun" program featured

the exciting discoveries in solar astronomy and
potential for solar energy on earth. The very
"Energy from the Stars" program covered most of
material in "Tribute to the
" but added a
narrative section on the positive and negative aspects
terrestrial solar energy utilization. In cre'ating the summer
1977 program, the Planetarium staff tried to capitalize
the popularity of solar astronomy while
accurate assessment of the terrestrial solar energy
situation without repeating the unpopu lar sections from
"Energy from the Stars." The result was a very
yet popular, public planetarium program entitled
Sunshine Carol" and the subsequent birth of the
Mr. Splurge.

Figure 1
"A Sunshine Carol"
Christmas apparitions. Through appropriate music and line
"A Sunshine Carol" is based on Charles Dickens' A
drawings spread across the planetarium dome (as in
Christmas Carol with Mr. Scrooge replaced by Mr. Splurge
1), Mr. Splurge is introduced with his energy
and the Ghosts of Sunshine Past, Sunshine Present, and
ways far in excess of any wastefu I habits found in the
Sunshine Future taking the traditional roles of the
audience.

Figure 2
As shown in Figure 2, Mr. Splurge guzzles gas ad
nauseam with his motorcyle attached to his dune buggy,
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following his cabin cruiser, behind his house' trailer and
pulled by his fancy foreign convertible-the ultimate
manifestation of conspicuous energy consumption.

Figure 3
The graphic hyperbole continues (as shown in
Figure 3). Mr. Splurge pulls into his well-lit four-car
garage, next to his modern home with th.e latest
technological improvements evident through every

window. Both house and garage are nestled
Splurge's golf course and heliport which lies next to
swimmingpool complete with spotlighted diving board
gushing water fountain.

Figure 4
In Figure 4, a hungry Mr. Splurge enlists a mighty
army of labor-saving appliances in his quest for
well-cooked food. A sizzling frying pan, churning blender,
beating mixer, and pop-up toaster compete for attention

with
microwave a nd
simmering crock pot. Stove eyes
ajar, and ice cubes
all testify to Mr.

Figure 5
In Figure 5, Mr. Splurge falls asleep with his electric
blanket on, his air conditioner running, a window open,
the television blaring, the coffee brewing, the radio
chattering away, and an electric train chugging around his

bedpost-a scene sufficient to convince the most
energy guzzler that Mr. Splurge deserves what he gets
the Ghosts
the hands of his nightmarish
Sunshine Past, Sunshine Present, and Sunshine Future.
Continued on page 6

AND THE PLANETARIUM:
A CULTURAL
RIMENT
David Romanowski
Charles Hayden Planetarium
Boston, Massachusetts

Poetry in the planetarium? Why not? Theatrical
productions and concerts have found their place under
the dome, not to mention light shows and science fiction.
Why not poetry?
Poetry does not elicit a great deal of mass appeal.
While most people can appreciate painting, photography,
and music in some form or another, poetry remains
esoteric. It necessitates intimate involvement, an expense
of energy on the part of the listener or reader quite
unlike any other form of art.
Most people's experience with poetry has been very
limited. Contemporary poets and poetry remain foreign to
them. It. is little wonder that poetry is one of the most
misunderstood forms of art, that poets are often
considered eccentric.
The relationship of poetry and the planetarium can
be symbiotic. Enhancing poetry through the use of
multimedia can serve to make it more accessible and
palatable to a wider audience. On the other hand, the
regular poetry audience that would be attracted to this
type of program might be introduced to an environment
foreign to them. An event of this nature certainly
couldn't hurt the planetarium's image by promoting
cu iture along with education and entertainment.
The program described in this paper was recently
produced at the Charles Hayden Planetarium under my
direction. It was called "An Evening of Poetry Under the
Stars," an h'our long taped multimedia presentation
featuring several local ·poets and their works. Held on a
weeknight in May, the initial performance was free of
'charge, by wishes of the artists involved, and made
possible through the sponsorship of the city's Office of
Cultural Affairs. The show was to present contemporary
poetry in a unique and stimulating setting, frame it with
music, spice it with some stars, add a background of
interesting visuals and let it carry the viewer/listener where
it might.
The show was well received and an encore
performance was presented in late August. The second
presentation was sponsored by a local literary arts,
organization and admission was again free. Although no
further performances in Boston have been planned, the
show is being made available to other interested
planetariums at a very nominal cost.
There is nothing of mine
I set in flight
without a limb of myself aloft
and subject to obliteration.
from Leonardo
Carol Weston Galloway
A program of this sort can be approached in any
number of ways. The type of poetry to be selected and
the manner in which it is to be presented represent the
first variables one must resolve. I chose to present
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contemporary poetry read by the poets themselves
recorded on tape. In seeking contributions, I
formal restrictions on style, length, or theme. After
introducing the
poets
to. the
demonstrating its capabilities, I merely suggested that
poetry be, in some way, appropriate to the
the planetarium.
One might expect that most of the material received
would tend to be "cosmic" in nature. Happily, such was
not the case. The contributions reflected a wide variety of
styles and subject matter. I enlisted the assistance of area
literary groups in collecting and sorting through the
poetry. Nineteen poems were selected representing
different readers. The central idea underlying much of the
poetry dealt with man's interrelationship with his
environment, his universe. This then was adopted as the
official theme of the show.
Only in a single instance did a poet read two poems
in a row and in that case they were separated by a
musical interlude. The poetry was arranged to coincide
with an ordered sequence of visual events to achieve
best dramatic effect.
and you open your arms
you smile embracing the sky
you glow and the clouds
dissipate slowly
uncover the deep galaxies
the furthest stars shining
the ocean and the sky
as one with the drifting
from Drifting
Jack Powers
It was apparent that the musical score would
as important a role as the visuals in establishing the
proper mood for each poem.
a diversity of musical
selections was necessary.
Ralph Vaughn Williams' Sinfonia Antartica nrr""ru>f'i
much of the dramatic orchestral background.
Excerpts from Paul Horn's solo flute excursions in the
Mahal and the Great Pyramid lent a mystical tone behind
a couple of poems.
works by Jean Michel
Jarre and Isao Tomita added a spacey touch. To keep the
show in constant varied motion, the different styles of
music were interspersed throughout the program. In some
cases, a single sound effect, such as wind, accompanied a
poem. In other instances the poem stood alone.
Three musical interludes of four to four and a half
minutes each allowed the audience to relax their
attention and provided me with an opportunity to present
some of our most impressive special effects. The first
interlude, "In the Arms of the Sun,"
a
voyage from the Earth to the outer edge of the solar
system. The second, "To the Edge of the
carried that idea even further. The final interlude, "The

Realm of Dreams," involved a series of abstract light
effects.
Now stand by the shore of my name and
listen,
enter the great ocean,
swim in the water of dreams.
There is no dance you step to
that is not mine
and all the bodies of illusion
will come, in the end, to me.
from The Master of Dreams
Claudia Buckholts
The planetarium and its array of visual effects were
meant to create an environment in which the spoken
words could better interact with the audience. Most of
the more dynamic effects were saved for the musical
interludes to avoid overpowering the poetry. All of the
credits and titles were listed in an accompanying brochure
instead of appearing in the content of the show itself.
Often a single panorama, a cloudy sky, a rolling
starfield, or a single lighting effect was enough to
complement a poem. One or two required slides, some
involved a series of effects. At one point, a violent storm
sequence added a lively twist.
The beginning section of the show was divided into
various scenes: a rural village in midwinter, a city at
night, a pine forest, a radio observatory) a coral reef, and
finally a moonscape overlooking the Earth. Towards the
later part of the show, the visuals became less
locality-oriented and more abstract. In the end, we
returned to Earth for the simple but dramatic conclusion,
a sunrise.
What is man's life
beside the mysterious coil of stone,
the mysterious coil of stars?
time of
Time of

we are lost men
racing in cities of our own devices
while the great coil turt)s
us
and tells us time
on a scale akin to
from Ammonite
Carol Weston
A show of this sort could be nc.v·+r"·l'Y'\c,rl
of planetarium. It could be made as
as the facility will allow. This
flexible enough
not attempt to duplicate the
only limitation here.
A poetry program might
high school or college
classes
Local literary organizations could be
in gathering material and
Sponsorship might be available in the form of grants
arts coundls.
Planetarium productions, while
diversified and elaborate ail the
seems
sort of artform themselves. In lieu of this
apparent that the continued interaction of
planetarium and art might prove to be valuable, since
quality of what we present to the public is
important as how many of the
we reach.
project described here represents one attempt at
one of the many avenues still open to
this program
NOTE:
interested in
shou Id contact me
use in their own
details.
David Romanowski
Charles Hayden Planetarium
Museum of Science
Science Park
MA 02114
276
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ANALYSIS
This exaggerated characterization produces the
appropriate audience identification with the plight of Mr.
Splurge as each member
a bit of Mr. Splurge in
himself. Yet the tone set by the Mr. Splurge artwork is
lighthearted and the effect entertaining.
The Mr. Splurge characterization serves three
functions in the presentation of integrated solar
energy-solar astronomy materials. First Mr. Splurge is an
easily remembered character-providing a memory link for
less familiar solar energy materials to be retained. Mr.
Splurge artwork is also produced in a popular cartoon
format, thus setting a positive, humorous tone for the
program. Thirdly, the Sunshine Ghosts provide natural
temporal divisions in the solar energy-solar astronomy
story for the benefit of Mr. Splurge and the planetarium
audience. Each ghost's message is described in detail in
the overview paper, tl A Program in Solar Energy
Education for the General Public."
APPLICATIONS
The
artwork
used
in
the
Mr.
Splurge
characterization can also be used as a classroom activity

in energy. Stud ents of all ages can 'rt" ..... ,-01~"
of Mr. Splurge and
with Mr.
students can then color the
redraw sections to
Secondary students can
consumption in terms of increased gas and utility
An analysis of how much Mr.
couid save
energy and money leads to student evaluations of their
own energy consuming habits.
The authors have also found that this material
provides a very popular introduction to energy
presentations.
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A Column Devoted to the Use of the Planetarium as an Educational Medium

J
The following special report was issued at the 1978
Annual Meeting of the Great Lakes Planetarium
Association. The intended readers are not only
of
educational
planetarians,
but
administrators
institutions. It is hoped that the report will help all: 1)
recognize the value of having and intensively utilizing a
planetarium for astronomy and other learning; 2)
recognize the importance of a competent and dedicated
planetarium staff and appreciate the contributions of such

a staff;3} promote articulation with
staff in preparation of a planetarium
institution, encourage attendance at nr,">Tc.cc.nn-::a1
and workshops, and make ncessary
accommodations for a maximum
facility; and 4) encourage the use
another facility) such as a museum) if a school district
does not have one of its own.

THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF THE
PLANETARIUM
A Statement
Prepared by the Great Lakes Planetarium Association
October 1978

The value to all students of learning astronomy. There are
many reasons why astronomy should be included within
the K-college curriculum:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

"1

This is indeed a "Space Age" with daily
announcements of achievements and discoveries in
the space sciences. Some of today's students will be
directly involved in space activities, but all will be
surrounded
with
space-related
events
and
information.
Astronomy is the most fundamental of sciences, as
well as the oldest. It gives each individual a
perspective on his place in space and time. Man has
an intuitive desire to know more about the universe
about him, to push back barriers of ignorance and
comprehend
the
mysteries
of the
greater
environment.
Astronomy is useful to each individuaL Time units
have astronomical bases. Standard Time, Daylight
Savings Time, the seasons, and the calendar are
integral aspects of our social-political culture. Some
understanding
of
the
celestial
sphere
and
astronomical'motions is useful in estimating time
and finding directions.
Astronomy has an aesthetic value found in few
other subject areas. The intricate and awesome
dimensions and' composition of the universe can
produce the perception that the earth is a delicately
balanced ecosystem with limited resources and time
of existence. An additional source of wonder is that
Man of insignificant size has the capability of
understanding much about his position in time and
space.
Astronomy is inextricably linked to energy topics.
The sun is the source of fossil fuels, wind, and
direct solar energy. Radioactive elements important

in nuclear energy and the source of
energy are the remnants of processes once inside
stars which ended their lives with tremendous
explosions. Tidal energy is caused
gravitational pull of sun and moon.
important energy
vital to the connnUlea
existence of
will
knowledge of astronomy
areas.
6.

7.

Astronomy appears in unexpected places:
fictional as well as non-fictional
in popular
songs, in art, and the comics. It has been harmfully
within the
speculative topics
UFO's and
Students mislearn astronomy
from the media. The schools have a re~;p(m~:ibjllitv
help students
media
To do this
responsibile introduction to
curriculums.
of the vast numbers of stars
Responsible
the process of star formation combined with
from
space missions can prom'ote
constructive thought on great
psychological
Are there other intelligent
beings somewhere else in the universe?
alone an abode of life?

The value
the planetarium in astronomy
Astronomy learning can be greatly assisted by
planetarium:
1.

Any topic involving the appearance
be viewed in three dimensions.
cannot reproduce
of the
normally

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

the planetarium recreates the from-earth perspective.
The sky may be viewed comfortably with no
interference from bad weather.
Students do not need to wait half a day or more
after receiving teacher directions for night-sky
observation before viewing night-sky phenomena.
Students immediately respond to directions, and
there there is far less chance of forgetting or
misremembering.
The sky as seen from other places than the
student's home, for other times of the day and the
year and at times in history and in the future, can
be effectively shown by_ the planetarium.
Sky motions can be illustrated, with entire cycles
compressed to intervals which permit students to
determine that they are periodic.
Many children in cities grow up unaware of most
aspects of the sky, because light pollution washes
out the stars and planets. Very few children, except
those who live in rural areas or who have had rural
camping experiences, have seen the Milky Way, the
faint banner of light that is the extension of the
Galaxy. The planetarium can show the Milky Way
and other sky bodies in simulated darkness.
Auxiliary effects (e.g., slides, audio aids) can
contribute to the realism and promote an aesthetic
(peak) experience in the planetarium.
The planetarium can motivate students with its
interesting, stimulating learning situation. Surveys
have shown that students like astronomy more than
other sciences, and the stimulating environment can
build on initial interest and help it develop into a
lifelong interest.
Planetarium learning is consistent with many
theories of psychology and instruction. Some are:
a.
The research of Jean Piaget over the last 50
years has shown that most children, many
adolescents, and even some adults apply
concrete reasoning patterns to topics. The
planetarium
can
concretely
illustrate
astronomy topics, so it should facilitate
learning the majority of the students, who are
incapable of abstract learning.
b.
Hemispheric brain research has revealed that
different functions are performed by the two
hemispheres of the brain. The schools have
traditionally directed their attention to
left-brain
functions-verbal
and
logical
learning. The students who are "right brain
dominant" have not been able to learn as they
prefer, utilizing the right-brain capabilities of
spatial imagery, form and color discrimination,
and holistic learning via the senses. The
planetarium, where spatial representation is
excellent, can help right-brain learners.
c.
Perception studies have shown that what is
seen in an effective presentation is much
better remembered than something which is
simply told or discussed.
d.
Cognitive maping studies have revealed that
students vary widely in their preferred
modalities of learning. In the planetarium
many
modalities
can
be
employed
simultaneously-visual
slide or
model interpretation, lecture, discussion,
student
drawing
or
plotting,
and
prediction-problem solving.

Additional value in planetarium learning:
1.
Student
observing,
drawing/plotting skills can
appropriate activities.
2.
Right brain hemisphere capabilities in all
can be developed-spatial imagery can improve ,left-brain dominant students.
3.
Students with learning disabilities in reading
chance to succeed in the visual-aural "~r.k~.~,,~~
the planetarium environment.
4.
Students become interested in their
when tied to the planetarium visit, and express
desire to know more about many topics
math, science). This is the experience of
planetarium teachers who have had feedback
classroom teachers.
Recommended Arrangements for Optimizing the
of a School Planetarium.
A planetarium can accomplish a great deal and
value in the ways listed above.
a planetarium
not guaranteed to accomplish a single objective
independent of other vital considerations.
considerations and recommendations relating to
given below.
1.
Establishing Initial Objectives. Goa-ls which incorporate
recognition of the potential of the planetarium
education, should be established which
integrated with the goals of the school or
system. Who shall visit and when will be in
determined by the total
which
The value of the planetarium
In addition to the planetarium
as it is incorporated in science
planetarium utilization can SU1Jvj.enlerlt
programs and serve additional
related to many subjects. A few are:
1.
Mathematics. There is no better
to present
lesson on circles and
in the geometry
curriculum
than
the
planetarium.
navigation can enhance a study of trignometry.
2.
Social Studies_
benefit
lessons: concepts
of
Aborigines,
others can
ancient and present cultures "to
life" for students.
concepts
longitude,
and climatic
at different
latitudes can be vividly illustrated in
planetarium.
3.
Language Arts. Creative
in the stimulating
planetarium
where poetry and
can be combined with sky
can be effective in
student potential. Classical
units become more
when
coordination with at least one planetarium lesson
the
of the constellations.
4.
Foreign Languages. A planetrarium program can
presented in the
with
assistance of the language teacher
sky can be shown as it appears from a
the language is
and the students
asked to pretend they are taking a trip to
country where a lecture on the night sky
to them in an outdoor
Each country has had famous astronomers,
main contributions of some can t-e discussed in
setting.

2.

3.

planetarium must serve. However, the planetarium
curriculum will fall short of its potential if
articulation of science and other school program
objectives and planetarium capabilities does not take
place. If it occurs when a planetarium is first
established and
continues,
with planetarium
objectives evolving with school program objectives,
the facility can be a maximum impact planetarium.
Planetarium Personnel. "No other single factor can
impose a stronger influence on the effectiveness of a
planetarium than the personnel assigned to it."
(McDonald, 1966) It is essential' that those who
operate and give presentations in the planetarium
have a wide range of capabilities. A panel of 35
experts have identified the following characteristics,
some trainable and some inherent, in effective
planetarium
teachers:
astronomy
knowledge,
classroom teaching ability, public speaking ability,
enthusiasm, knowledge of planetarium methods,
creativity, scientific aptitude, mechanical-electrical
aptitude, flexibility, ability to write, and dedication
to and great enjoyment of planetarium activities.
The planetarium director should be able to work
well with both teachers and students. To optimize
the skills of the planetarium personnel, schools
should make provision for flexible schedules,
opportunities for two-way communication with the
administration and with teachers, and opportunities
for participation of personnel at professional
planetarium association conferences.
Planetarium Budget. Planetarium curriculum costs in
a number of school systems have been analyzed.
The cost per student is less than for most other
"special facility programs" -including athletics,
science laboratories, industrial arts, and home
economics. The educational benefit of the
planetarium has been observed to be so great that in
comparison,
the
planetarium
a
Gost-benefits
frequently surpasses the other system programs.
However, adequate operating budgets must be
provided so that: 1) transportation of students can
occur as directed by objectives of the curriculum; 2)
planetarium personnel have adequate time in their
schedules (are not too thinly spread with teaching
and other responsibilities) to pursue a quality
program; and 3) adequate materials (office supplies,

AVAILABLE

audio-visual
and equipment,
replacement
and services
projector maintenance and equipment
available.
Concering the "back to basics" force
schools currently, Superintendent
remarked, "When one is being
to basics' movement, ask 'What is
the place of an individual
environment of the Universe?'

4.

in

Population Served. Every child
opportunity
to
benefit
from
experiences during
school years.
educators
minimum of several visits within
visits
junior
and two visits during
school; however, some recommend many
School program objectives as well as the
number of students to be served are important
considerations in determining the ideal
curriculum for
Teachers
classes and
programs) and adults
programs) should be considered as segments
population to be served
If cost

a school system from owning
own
plans should be made to use
services of a museum,
or other
district which does have one.
effort should
made to coordinate the planetarium experiences
with the using school's curriculum objectives.
number of planetriums
services to a UUHHJC'J.
of schools, and usually
materials
which
help
teachers
experiences with class programs.
Coordina tor /Editor:
Education Committee
Participants:
Ro bert Allen
Dorothy
Gail Bouslog
James Comineski
Ro bert Ernst
David Hoffman
Ruth Howard
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George Reed
West Chester State College
West Chester, Pennsylvania

It has been fashionable within recent years to
integrate the study of astronomy with other fields of
endeavor to produce new and exciting multisyllabic fields
of study and interest. The techniques and instruments of
radio communication, for instance, were used to
investigate similar radiations from the sky. This
combination produced the area of research now identified
as radio astronomy.
Similarly, the discovery of the astronomical
alignments of ancient buildings and structures led to the
of the
discipline
of archeoastronomy.
creation
Stonehenge, the Egyptian pyramids and the Mayan
remains of the Yucatan are just a few of the archeological
sites .that have received the attention of astronomers
searching for clues of early astronomical knowledge.
In keeping with the above trend, I would Ii ke to
propose a new specialized field of interest that combines
astronomy with the extraordinary social phenomena of
the late 1970's known as beer can collecting. The world is
now ready for "beer can astronomy," or if you prefer a
more academic title, "Alcohoastronomy."
This particular field of study should be of great
interest to many planetarians in view of their long
standing interest in the creation of beer can artifacts.
Within the next decade, "star ball" stomachs have the
potential of becoming coveted status symbols.
The purpose of this article is to present the past
history of beer can astronomy and to make
recommendations for future advancements.
The first commercial beer can was marketed in
1935 by the Gottfried Krueger Brewing Company of
Newark, N.J. Four years later the "first" astronomical
canned beer appearrd. It was called Ali Star Premium
Beer and it featured a blue can covered with five pointed
stars of varying size.
More than a decade passed before the second
astronomical beer can showed up and it was closely
followed by many others. The '50's were the golden 'years
for beer can astronomy. In 1955, there were no less than
14 different astronomical beer cans available for the
foresighted collector. They included cans from All Star
Beer, Argonaut Beer, and the 12 different zodiac cans
from Drewrys Extra Dry Beer.
In 1962, astronaut John Glenn completed America's
first manned orbital space flight. This event was followed
by the successful launching of an orbiting solar
observatory and Mariner II, the first planetary probe to
Venus. Cape Canaveral, Florida was a very busy and
exciting place.
In commemoration of our space achievements, a
Florida brewery launched cans of Orbit Premium Beer.
The -design of the can showed the earth with several
orbiting satellites. The foreground consisted of a series of
mountain peaks. The size of the earth in the iLlustration

indicates that the viewer is on the moon. In
astronauts Armstrong and Aldrin saw first hand what
drinkers had enjoyed seven years before.
The design of a beer can is serious
brewery. The product is -identified and
remembered
the design of the
have used an astronomical theme have been conservative
in their use of astronomical imagery.
and the North
Star in particular, have been featured most often.
astronomical motif
zodiac is the second most
be used. The
astronomical instrument to be
upon a beer can is the sundial. It appears on a 1959
of Rainer Beer. No astronomers have ever been seen
a few have been known to
the side of a beer can
often be beside one.
If this conservative tendency could be
beer
can astronomy could enter an' unparalleled renaissance
period of imbibition and education. Imagine the
Meteorite Beer would have in introducing the
public to this area of astronomy. A 1986 commemorative
can of Halley's Comet Beet would certain Iy
public re,turning again and again. Certainly, beer
connois~eurs would universally gravitate towards six
of Isaac Newton Premiu m Beer.
The ultimate that could be visualized for the future
of our profession is a can of Planetarium Beer. This
can would contain an accurate star chart around its sides.
After the beer had been consumed, an ice pick could
used to perforate the can at the indicated- star
The addition of a light source at one of the ends would
produce a miniature planetarium for indoor star
Continued on page 78
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No matter how complex the programming or how
fancy the special effects, the essence of a planetarium's
magic remains in its starfield-its moving starfield making
time and and space momentary servants of human
curiosity. While watching audiences leave the planetarium
chamber, one might wonder if this fundamental
experience might be shared in a more lasting way so that
audiences could take away more than just the passive
images of starfield patterns for backyard stargazing. Is
active manipulation and investigation of the heavens
limited to the planetarium environment?
Star charts, rotating planispheres, even celestial
globes offer only a partial answer to this question. To
have a realistic active encounter with the starfield, the
observer must be looking out at a curved hemispherical
~ky which moves upon command. One simple solu-tion is
an umbrelia-a star-filled umbrella with Polaris at the top
of the shaft. Such an idea is certainly not new. In his
book, The Stars, Rey uses an umbrella to illustrate the
motion of the circumpolar starfield; but his umbrella
lacks the curvature characteristic of the planetarium dome
and is, as Rey noted, inferior to well-drawn star charts.
The dream of an umbrella full of stars-enough for an
accurate representation of the planetarium starfield had to
wait for the creation of the dome-shaped umbrella.
In the last year, a Houston inventor has taken such
a domed umbrella and covered it with the starfield
extending
from . Polaris
to
62°
South
declination'-p:roducing a
all the starfield visible in Houston and at any latitude
farther north. The umbrella's rim runs well below
Achernar and Canopus, but just captures Alpha and Beta
Centauri plus three of the four prominent stars in the
Southern Cross.
The umbrella itself is transparent with artwork in
blue, white, and yellow. The starfield features 997 stars
with first magnitude stars named and marked by an
eight-pointed star. All other stars are five-pointed with
their size indicative of their brightness. Magnitude limits
depend on the area of the starfield and the significance of
the patterns. White lines connect the principal stars of the
48 non-Zodiac constellations shown on the umbrella.
Zodiac constellations have yellow connecting lines and
intricate constellation figures drawn in blue.
The umbrella shows the Mi"lky Way's sinuous path
across the starfield as well as the locations of the
Andromeda Galaxy, Orion Nebula, Beehive Star cluster,
Pleiades, and the clusters of galaxies found in Virgo and
in Coma Berenices. In addition to the first magnitude
stars, Polaris, Thuban, Mira, Hamal, arid the Big Dipper's
pointer stars are marked.
Umbrella struts divide the starfield at whole hours
of right ascension (2 hrs., 5 hrs., 8 hrs., 11 hrs., 14 hrs.,
17 hrs., 20 hrs., and 23 hrs.). The Big Dipper's pointer
stars an£! one side of Pegasus' Great Square mark two of
c
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the divisions. Only Cygnus,
and
affected significantly by the struts.
The author has also discovered that two hours
dotting the umbrella stars with fluorescent
(purchased for about $1.00) results in an umbrella
starfield that glows in the dark-a starfield so like
planetarium sky that the resemblance is uncanny. A
of the umbrella shaft and the
stars move westward
counterparts.
along the same paths as their
The dream of an individualized starfield-a Da(;kal~ea
of planetarium magic suddenly becomes an
reality.
Samples of the umbrella have been used to test
One umbrellas
educational value and its public
become part of an astronomy box for schools. Another
has gone with the Planetarium's
teacher to show
school groups what stars and star motions to expect
their planetarium field trip. A third umbrella has been
shown at teachers' meetings, astronomy
church
and library groups, even at last summer's I.p.s.
Washington, to gather as many diverse opinions of
umbrella's worth as possible. The
which follow
describe the uses thus far determined for a domed
umbrella fu II of stars.
One design characteristic makes this umbrella
unusually appealing-it actually reverses traditional
and uses astrology to sell astronomy. All constellations
and other astronomical information are drawn in white
and read oorrectly for a person standing inside the
umbrella. The striking blue Zodiac constellation outlines
and large yellow Zodiac names read correctly from
outside and serve to attract initial interest and

The unfortunate, but quite predictable, reaction of many
students and adults is, "Hey, there's my sign." But such a
comment is often followed by a peek inside the umbrella
just to see how the special constellation would look
outside at night. From this point an astronomy lesson can
quickly leave the astrology behind. In fact, once the
observer is inside the dome, the astrological names and
dates are backward and quite difficult to read.
In addressing the 1974 Conference of the I.P.s.E,
Dr. Karl Hujer quoted studies indicating that 90% of the
lay public would understand very little of the umbrella's
astronomical interior, but would be well aware of the
astrol0gy on the outside. Thus the umbrella presents
astronomy at the public .Ievel and uses existing interests
for whatever leverage they provide in capturing public
attention. In essence, the umbrella's astrological exterior
relates the stargazer's experiences with millennia of
human history and with the primitive awareness levels of
today's lay audiences.
The artwork emphasis on the Zodiac serves a
significant educational purpose-it illustrates the sun's
ecliptic path and changing altitude with the seasons. The
stargazer first holds the umbrella so that the handle tilts
up from the horizon at an angle equal to the latitude. He
then slowly rotates the umbrella in a counterclockwise
fashion with his head well inside the dome. The elev·ation

of each Zodiac sign shows the steady seasonal change in
the noon sun angle.
On the umbrella's exterior are the astrological,
unprecessed dates for the sun's location in each of the
Zodiac signs-dates about one month in error from an
astronomical viewpoint. Yet if the astronomical dates for
the sun's passage through the Zodiac were used, the
public would immediately question the umbrella's
accuracy. Abruptly informing a Pisces that his sun
(or sun constellation) is really Aquarius could produce
quite an identity crisis as well as an unpopular umbrella.
To correct this inaccuracy, a tag accompanying the
umbrella states that the astrological dates actually show
the sun's position at the time of Ptolemy. Current sun
positions must be used in investigating seasonal sun
angles. Note is also made that this precessional change in
constellation dates accounts for the familiar dawningof the
Age of Aquarius as the vernal equinox precesses
westward.
The most obvious use for the umbrella is as a
three-dimensional star chart which retains the observer's
relationship to the visually curved nighttime sky. Transfer
from umbrella patterns to starfield configurations is
maximized by this common format. The stargazer simply
aims the umbrella's shaft northward at an angle from the
horizontal equal to the latitude and turns the umbrella

Umbrella glows in the dark-with an eerie planetarium likeness.
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SKYCAP Instructions:
This SKYCAP is a reduced umbrella pattern that
can be made into a mini-star dome. Panels correspond to
umbrella panels except for the min i-dome's flattened top.
To assemble the SKYCAP, first cut along and through ali
solid lines. Assemble each half separately by folding side
panels so that the writing is on the inside of the resulting
half dome. Tape panels together by matching ecliptic and
equator lines. Finally join the half-domes and marvel at
the wonder of it all. A version of this SKYCAP is
provided with the classroom umbrella activities kit.
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SKYCAP Instructions:
This SKYCAP is a reduced umbrella pattern that
can be made inLo a mini-star dome. Panels correspond to
umbrella panels except for the mini-dame's fLlttened Lop.
To assemble the SKYCAP, first cut along and through all
solid lines. Assemble each half separately by tolding side
panels so that the writing is on the inside of the resulting
half dome. Tape panels together by match ing ecliptic and
equator lines. Finally join the half-domes and marvel at
the wonder of it all. A version of this SKYCAP is
provided with the classroom umbrella activit ies kit.
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shaft until the proper strut is overhead. With eyes
positioned about half-way up the shaft, the observer
looking at the umbrella sees the star patterns as they
appear in the real starfield just beyond the transparent
dome. Each counterclockwise quarter turn of the shaft
replicates starfield motion for 6 hours of time.
The umbrella is, perhaps, even more effective in
explaining the monthly reorientations of the starfield
caused by the sun's apparent annual motion along the
ecliptic. The procedure is straightforward. First the
observer places a stick-on marker at the proper place
along the umbrella's ecliptic to designate the sun's
location. He then holds the umbrella with the shaft
angled up toward Polaris and rotates the umbrella until
the sun is as high as possible-thus producing the sun's
position at local noon for the particular time of year. As
the observer looks up the shaft, he is facing north with
east to his right and west to his left. He turns the
umbrella shaft counterclockwise through 90° until the sun
is directly to his left. This is the sun's position at sunset.
The starfield overhead is the starfield of early evening.
The first magnitude stars above in the umbrella will be
the first stars to appear outside as twilight fades.
After studying the evening starfield, the observer
turns the shaft counterclockwise once again until the sun
is at its lowest point below the observer's horizon. Then
the starfield above is the sky of local midnight. One more
90° turn of the shaft places the sun to the right of the
observer in the eastern sky. The bright stars now overhead
on the umbrella will signal the arrival of dawn. One can
quantify this experience further by recognizing that each
of the umbrella's eight panels represents a three-hour
change in the position of the starfield.
The umbrella panel location of a star, planet, or the
moon can also be used to determine when and where to
observe the object. The observer first places the sun in
the correct position for the time of year and stands inside
the umbrella facing the sun. There are three panels to the
left of the sun's panel, three panels to the right of the
sun's panel, and one panel directly opposite the sun's
panel. Approximate rising or setting times for objects near
the celestial. equator are as follows:
Panel Location of the Moon
or a Specific Star or Planet
Sun's panel
First panel left
of the sun
Second panel left
of the sun

Approximate Location and
Rising or Setting Time
for the Object
rises and sets with the sun
and can not easi Iy be seen
up in the west at sunset and
sets in the west between
sunset and midnight
overhead at sunset and sets in
the west around midnight

Third panel left
of the sun

in the east at sunset and sets
in the west at a time about
midway between midnight
and dawn

Panel opposite the sun

rises in the east at sunset and
sets in the west at sunrise
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Third panel right
of the sun

Second panel right
of the sun

. rises in the east at
and is overhead at

First panel right
of the sun
the east at
The above table is, of course, a first order
declination
which must be modified as
observer's latitude increases.
the Zodiac
The moon's panel location
also be used to predict the moon
Panel on Which
the Moon is Found
Sun's panel
First panel left of the sun
Second panel left of the sun
Third panel left of the sun
Panel opposite the sun
Third panel right of the sun
Second panel right of the sun
First panel right of the sun

Moon
. New
crescent
First quarter
.Waxing gibbous
. Full
.Waning gibbous
. Third quarter
Waning crescent

moon
moon
moon
moon
moon
moon
moon

One can readily determine the orientation of crescent,
quarter, or gibbous moons in the sky
that the lit side of the moon must face the sun.
the umbrella
the umbrella shaft toward Polaris and
for the desired observation time will show how the
moon will be oriented relative to the horizon.
The umbrella displays yet another traditional
planetarium operation-the
of starfield with
cha nging latitude of the' observer. Ali starfield orientations
from 28° north latitude to the North Pole are
view can
Holding the umbrella erect for a north
the cause of
most instructive in
motion. Spinning the shaft counterclockwise
characteristic horizontal starfield motion seen at
North Pole. The observer can also turn himself
duplicate the earth's rotation while
the umbrella
stationary. The observed starfield motion 'will be
identical-a striking demonstration that one motion is
reflection of the other.
the shaft angle from
vertical carries the observer southward over the earth,
Once the effect of latitude differences on
variations in
starfield's appearance is
climate can be studied.
holding the umbrella shaft
vertical, the extreme climate of the North Pole can
.observed, When the sun is above the horizon (in
"Taurus, Gemini, Cancer,
and parts of Pisces
Virgo), the sun never sets as the shaft is turned-a
demonstration of the midnight sun. The fact that half
the North
the ecliptic is never above the horizon
Pole's. six months of night.
As the shaft angle changes from
horizontal, the sun's path increases in
hours of da~light in summer simultaneously decrease. The

inverse relationship between high summer sun angle at
noon and longer periods of daylight seems so unlikely
that a three-dimensional model is almost a necessity in its
explanation.
As noted in an earlier article (Sumners, 1978), the
Burke Baker Planetarium has received an increasing
number of calls from home and greenhouse builders
concerning the sun's rising and setting angles in summer
and in winter. These can be approximated with the
umbrella. More importantly, the northern azimuth of
summer sunset and the southern azimuth of winter sunset
also seem a bit incongruous without a three dimensional
starfield model to illustrate the relevant spherical
geometry.
Given the umbrella's illustrative potential, one must
also ask about the need for such exp~icit demonstrations
of celestial motions. Research in the developmental
psychology of Piaget can be cited as a theoretical
justification for the inclusion of the umbrella in an
astronomy education program.
Piaget (1964) proposes four stages in the
development of intellectual reasoning. The last two stages
describe the vast majority of planetarium audiences. The
lower of these is called the concrete operational level and
indicates that the learner can thin k about objects, but
cannot deal with verbally expressed hypotheses. The
concrete learne~ can determine classes of objects and can

consider spatial and temporal relationships. According to
Schatz, Fraknoi, Robbins, and Smith (1976) comment on
the lack of opportunities for manipulation of objects and
controlling of variables in astronomy. Astronomy often
becomes more watching and reading than actively
determining astronomical relationships. The domed
starfield umbrella meets part of this need by providing
students with a unique opportunity to vary both time of
night, season of the year, and latitude independently.
Therefore, the umbrella can be viewed in two
ways-first as an educational device which allows concrete
operational students to think about naturally abstract
concepts by making concrete observations. The student
can physically see that the declination of the sun's path
changes without having to acquire the mental picture of
the orientation of the ecliptic plane relative to the
observer's horizon. Secondly, it is also possible that an
extended use of such a concrete model may foster the
development of the formal reasoning skills necessary in
translating knowledge of the earth-sun system to
predictions of terrestrial observations.
Sunal (1968) reports that teachers want more of a
laboratory
than
a
lecture
in
planetarium
programming-with the emphasis on the concrete and the
observable. The development of participatory planetarium
programs by Schatz and Friedman (1976) is in keeping
with these recommendations. In like manner the domed
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starfield
umbrella
provides a unique form
of
individualized participatory planetarium programming
with activities designed for the single student or small
group.
Muhl (1970) urges the development of planetarium
programs that function as a logical extension of the
classroom. The domed starfield umbrella serves as such a
bridge connecting the classroom with the planetarium.
The umbrella will, in no way, replace the planetarium
experience, but can serve as an enrichment activity to
enhance learning in the planetarium. Research by Ridkey
(1973) indicates that content learning in the planetarium
is enhanced by an orientation session and that a
combined activity and planetarium approach is most
effective at the junior high level. Umbrella activities can
readily provide an orientation session and a sequence of
activities to accompany the planetarium experience.
Piagetian considerations (Bishop, 1974) suggest
appropriate astronomy activities as a function of the
learner's level of cognitive development. These guidelines
with approximate student ages can be applied to umbrella
projects.
Very young children (under age 5) recognize the
bold Zodiac figures and enjoy the sky lore and myths
about the ancient characters. After age 5, students begin
to recognize star patterns and can explore the inside of
the umbrella-by looking for such familiar shapes as the
Big and Little Dippers, the M of Cassiopeia, the belt of
Orion, or, perhaps, the great square of Pegasus.' By third
grade students can recognize complex patterns in different
orientations. At this level students begin to follow the
motions of the starfield and the changing angular
appearances of constellation outlines as they move
westward over the dome.
By third grade students can also consider a situation
from different perspectives. Such a mental process is
required to interpret the sky's westward motion as a
reflection of the earth's rotation. Until seventh grade
students have difficulty with the relat"ive nature of left
and right for different observers. For this reason, the
invariant northern direction of the umbrella's shaft is
essential.
According to Piaget (Bishop, 1974), young students
(even into the junior high grades) reason inductively
rather than deductively. Therefore, allowing students to
~anipulate the starfield should be a more effective
method of teaching the concept of diurnal and annual
motion to the concrete learner than presenting a
discussion of the earth's rotation and revolution about the
sun with the expectation that students will be able to
deduce the starfield motions.
At all levels Bishop (1974) stresses the advantages

of active student involvement to enhance
active involvement is the single greatest
dome starfield umbrella.
The domed umbrella is currently being used
research related to student perceptions of the starfield.
Facility in constellation identification may be related to
characteristic of perception called field
author is now attempting to determine
relationship between the extent of field
the individual's ability to pick out star patterns. For
study
the
glow-in-the-dark umbrella becomes
standardized research tool.
In summary, the domed starfield umbrella makes
unique contribution to understanding starfield nf"Ir\nr\nc
constellation identification, in moon and
in seasonal sun path analysis, in educational r",ct:>ClI'rh
even in providing a glowing starfield over one's bed on
cold and cloudy night. But best of
the starfield
umbrella can bring out the stars on a rainy
The domed starfield umbrella has just reached the
stage of commercial production. If readers are interested
in information in individual umbrellas or sets of umbrella
educational materials, requests should be directed to:
Vela Associates
Drive
9238 Westwood
Houston, Texas 77036
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During the past few years, I have fought with
myself to conceive a mode of planetarium operation
which will not only satisfy me, but will pacify my
employers and, most importantly, will serve my
community. The struggle was hard· and its conclusion is
not yet proven. But
I would like to share my
thoughts and
with you.
The purest form of planetarium show has an
omniscient person explain the spectacle of the heavens to
an audience in the dark of the theater. The narrator will
use the planetariu m projector to show the motions of the
celestial bodies and, at times, explain some of the more
difficu It concepts by the use of carefu Ily se lected
diapositive slides. Practically, such a lecture is very much
akin to the classroom experience where there is a transfer
of knowledge from the teacher's note book to the
students' notebooks, without passing through the head of
either. This is the type of show I grew up with, the type
of show that inspired my interest in astronomy and the
type of show I attempted to present to North Americans.
You ·see I had been drafted from the university teaching
ran ks a~d it was most natural to expect a continuation
of m~ teaching career. Unfortunately, surveys show that
only 5% of the popUlation are interested in learning about
astronomy in this manner and, therefore, only this very
select group may be expected to attend the planetarium.
Considering that the planetarium is a costly enterprise,
such a pure astronomy operation is likely to be unpopular
with any funding body.
The attendance of 5% is obviously too low. By
necessity, the number of patrons must be increased. There
is a reasonable range of people in the community who
would attend a planetarium show if the presentation were
less instructional. Well, that is relatively easy to do with
little if any compromise from the purist's point-of-view. A
little dash of music here and the occasional visual
spectacle there, changes the sky lecture into the sky
show. The reward will be an increase in attendance to
11 % of the popUlation. There is a problem, however. Now
the quality of the show is judged on the performance of
the lecturer. If the narrator feels great, and the audience
is generous, the show is memorable. If the narrator is
weak and the audience is tired, the show is embarrassing.
Highly professional staff members are required, but the
financial returns leave much to be desired.
The remedy to this problem is obvious. One takes a
good lecturer and immortalizes him on sound tape. Now
Reed: Continued from page 70

Maybe the personal beer can planetarium will
someday be a reality. It was this kind of a vision by
Armand Spitz that led to the great number of
planetariums that exist today. Perhaps we should estab~ish
a Center for Alcohoastronomy and create an astronomical
beer can archive for future generations.

the quality of the show is consistent and
on
with the sound and visual effects, but the interaction
the audience with the lecturer has been lost.
the narrator has been removed from his admirers.
stress is on effective script
as well as the
personality of the lecturer. The
of this type
show is economy. No longer are lecturers
seven
days a week, sixteen hours per
approach also produces larger
the popu lation in fact.
Historically speaking, a new factor had entered my
and shorter
scenario at this stage. Inflation on one
working hours on the
caused a dramatic increase
cost. A solution to the problem of a need for increases
revenue is available. Technology in the form of many
computers and micro processors stands ready to assume
a very
some of the show functions. With
small, but highly motivated staff can program the shows
of a button.
which will present themselves at a
cost is diminished
eliminating the show operator. A
different question arises now. The conventional star
does not fully utilize the capability of an automated
system. There could be more visual effects.
could occur faster.
There is a recent
the laser light show. While
recently, the
shows have proven that
attendances and
revenues may be
planetariums. Can you see the gleam of
accountant's
Audiences do come to the
entertainment,
such as "Star Wars"
another incentive. There is
whole world of
out there who have not yet been
motivated to come to the planetarium. Were we to
combine the science of
the
of the
show and the appeal of the space opera, who knows what
happy results this might have on our revenues. It is a fact
that a good screen writer could write a
show.
A well-known actor could narrate it. And a
composer could supply the sound effects. Furthermore,
the
our ingenious planetarium staff could
automation system to its limit. Such a star show would
be costly but it would capture and dazzle and, oh yes,
even educate the viewer like no motion picture can or,.
indeed, no typical star show can. Would our accountants
not be ecstatic with the profit shown!
Beer can astronomy is here for us to use in our
presentations of astronomy to the masses. What
with it now is critical. Jacob Bronowski
('Astronomy is not the apex of science or of invention.
But it is a test of the cast of temperament and mind that
underlies a culture." Can the same be said of
Alcohoastronomy?

PLANETARIUM APTITUDE
David A. Aguilar
J. Frederic Ching Planetarium

Salinas, CA 93901
Have you ever wondered if you're in the right
profession? Were you really cut out to spend the rest of
your life in a round room with the lights turned off?
Well, the purpose of this test is to assist you in
determining whether or not you truly are a creative
planetarium person, a slightly off-center worker, or a
totally demented (but usually always grinning) victim.
To score on this test, add the number corresponding
to the answer chosen and compile the results. If you
should lose count somewhere in the middle because you
are bored and run out of fingers and toes, or if you begin
to feel overly agitated, simply put down the test and go
see if perhaps Donnie and Marie are on T.V.

2 pts. e.

4.

SCORING:
25-40
15-24
8-14
2- 7
0- 1
1.

2.

pts.
ARTIST
pts.
EDUCATOR
pts. MIGHT DO BETTER SELLING USED CARS
pts.
. ON LOAN FROM THE P.E. DEPT.
pts. .MASOCHISTIC INTROVERT SUFFERING
FROM CLAUSTRO-SCOTOPHOBIA
You believe special effects projectors:
2pts. a.
should be kept hidden away from small
children.
3 pts. b.
are just a passing fad.
1 pt. c.
are an unnecessary hindrance to your
otherwise
sparkling
oratory
on
cosmology and celestial mechanics.
2 pts. d.
are a real pain to plug in and out in the
dark!
Have you ever considered hiring a laser-light show
company to come in and perform at your facility?
4 pts. a.
Yes, but I'm afraid when the stars really
got spinning I might throw up on the
console.
1 pt. b.
No, I've heard lasers can cause excess
facial hair to grow on women.
No, I think all light show people should
2 pts. c.
be shot on sight or forced to eat their
equipment!
6 pts. d.
No, but I'd like to steal all of their
equipment and stick it into one of
my school shows just once!

5.
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Concerning Music:
2 pts. a.
Would your programs be enhanced by
using more Perry Como or Nat King
Cole recordings?
3 pts. b.
Have you found that occasionally some
of your selections can kill bugs in the
center of the room?
You would never trash up one of your
1 pt. c.
programs by adding anything but sunset
and sunrise music performed by Strauss.
1 pt. d.
You've thought about doing a show
someday with some music just for a
change.

Do you feel uneasy if
ballroom dancing or playing castanets
during your sunrise or sunset selections?
1 pt. f.
Are you excited about
out a
album you just ran across called "The
Planets"?
4 pts. g.
Do you bother to include the titles of
your selections in the final credits of
your program, so other people
crazy as you, can go out and buy them
If, the middle of a 7th grade school
some
pre-pubescent idiot threw an open face peanut
butter sandwich and hit the star ball
would you:
1 pt. a.
get so angry that you would hurl your
battery powered pointer (you know, the
one with the big halo around the
across the chamber?
3 pts. b.
remark, "Gee, we must be
through some space dust that's
out the stars!"?
3 pts.c.
jump up and down, screaming at the
Cretin, while laying your hands on all
the'strobe and lightning buttons?
probably not even notice it?
1 pt. d.
or
2 pts.e.
check to see whether it was chun
smooth peanut butter after the show?
wonder if your program had
4 pts. f.
to do with it?
If your programs ~ave lately been running with
more empty seats than full ones:
1 pt. a.
do you blame the publicity
for not running anything
three-inch headlines announcing your
programs on the front page of the local
newspapers?
2 pts. b.
have you considered changing your
performances to some other night when
"Gilligan's Island" reruns aren't on
T.V.?
1 pt. c.
have you considered doing some other
besides "Our Mr. Sun" and
"Reasons For The Seasons"?
2 pts. d.
Have you checked lately to see if your
star
is
in?
Do you believe the inclusion of UFO's in a
planetarium program is:
1 pt. a.
like mixing tuna fish and
cream?
just as logical a place as the
outside
4 Rts. b.
where everyone else sees them?
2 pts. c.
as absurd as
R2-D2 rhumba
lessons?
Taped programs for the public:
1 pt. a.
are rumored to be
on in some of
the larger planetariums.

6.

7.

2 pts. b.

1 pt. c.
1 pt. d.

8.

too technical and scary to attempt to do
this year.
do not allow you to come across as the
wonderful entertainer you think you
are.
are ridiculous. Would you expect a regular
classroom to sit through a taped lecture?

Try and identify the following astronomical terms:
ROCHE'S LIMIT
4 pts.a.
Three Oly's on an empty stomach
3 pts. b.
Two discos in one evening.
Seven chili burritos.
5 pts.c.
Sixty-three seconds of violent love
4 pts. d.
making
HERTZSPRUNG-RUSSEL
3 pts a.
A famous jail escape
2 pts. b.
Englebert Humperdin k's brother
1 pt. c.
A company that deals in surplus
electronics
2 pts. d.
Definitely maybe a and e
All or none of all of the above
3 pts. e.
HYDROGEN GAS
3 pts. a.
A natural consequenc'e
Mexican food

of

eating

4 pts. b.
2 pts. c.
1 pt. d.

is not
What the Goodrich
with
Wi II definitely clog up the
converter on your Pinto
May be discovered someday in
space

*BONUS QUESTION*
After the opening of an extremely difficult show
you ever considered just freaking out irr your
Disco in
with the stars up full, "The Planets"
background while wearing a dead chicken around your
neck, plus garters and a hula skirt as you dance all
the lighted part of your console?
Yes, and I loved it! For a good time
5 pts. a.
dance partner, call my assistant at
Yes, but it was horrible. 1 fell off
2 pts. b.
console twice and almost choked on my
chicken!
No (but I plan on calling the above
4 pts. c.
number as soon as I can work a dime
out of my pocket!).
and I think it's disgusting to
1 pt. d.
th in k of doing such a thing! (J ust
what would you do if you ever broke
your reading light?)
J

Jack A. Dunn

Ralph Mueller Planetarium
L'incoln, Nebraska

To those of you out there who are just wearing out
your fourth copy of the Grand Canyon Suite, and are
wondering if you might like to play something else for
planetarium music-I have some new suggestions.
"from
Recently we ordered the "Music Back-Pack
Loch Ness Monster Productions of Boulder, Colorado.
This is a set of 17 original pieces, all electronic, written
and performed by Mark Petersen. These pieces are
intended to serve as backgrounds for various segments of
Planetarium programming. Mark has supplied titles for
these pieces. However, these titles are arbitrary
descriptions rather than restrictions to the use of the
music. These recordings are available in two- or
four-channel versions, in most tape formats and speeds.
All of this sounds very usable-and the price ($25) is
cheap (the major concern of most of us). If you have
picked up the "Geodesium" album (by Lock Ness), the
synthesizer sound on the "Back-Pack" sounds fuller. Also,
of course, an album must be made with certain
commercial constraints which do not affect the
planetarium-oriented "Back-Pack" approach.
I mention this to
spur some others into
actions. Most of us cannot afford a "composer in
residence." I thin k there is, however, a market for this

it is best if
music
sort of product.
prepared for any new program and the composer
familiar with that program. But this does not appear
be practical for many
I
that some
our other
Beethoven's and
Brothers Gibb!} in the Planetarium
to share their talents with us.
economics, but anyone who believes that a person can
rich working in a
soon loses such
illusions. If there is anyone else out there
to
out this kind of
me know. If you are
composer-and
it down. We need
the
fodder, both to fill the space on these
behind the
eyes.
I should mention two other music
have products you might want to
has a music tape sim ilar to the "Back-Pack."
of Dallas
available through Astral
Brown's column in this
hear it, but based on Ron's work in the past,
very usable.
Tim Clark also has
music for sale.
haven't received any mailing from Toronto
while (is that a
Tim?), but at last report he was
doing some custom work.

,
•••••••••••••••••••
As promised in my last article, here is the
((software" that was shown to the participants of the
1978 IPS Conference. They include not only ready-made
pianeta,rium programs, but records as well.
At the meeting in Washington, three sources for
complete programs were made available to the
planetarium community. Some you may be aware of;
others you may not realize exist. The first source of
programs is from the Strasenburgh Planetarium, headed
by our past president, Don Hall. Since his planetarium
was the first to offer program "kits," I feel it is fitting to
start with the 18 programs they have for sale.
All of the programs may be purchased in whole or
part. The prices do vary depending on how much "stuff"
you order with the program. Don tells me that each price
is not a random number but a price based on a formula
that covers development cost and production cost.
Example: each slide (color) costs $7.50, any full
panorama costs $100, partial panoramascost $75, show
tape .and script/cue sheet $300, and a master graphic
artwork sheet is $30. If one wishes to purchase the entire
program and save about 25%, the option is also available.
The programs range from science fiction to hard core
'astronomy to comedy. Some of the programs offered are:
Cosmic Mysteries) narrated by Leonard Nimoy, cost
Encounter, cost $630; The Universe Game, cost $600;
Sunward!, cost $805; The Last Question, cost $620,
author's royalty of $100; Skyfire, cost $750; The Archive
Project, cost $950; The Archive Factor, cost $1,250;
Unveiling the Universe, cost $440; Cosmic Dimensions,
cost $490; Sol &
cost $390; Star of Christmas, cost
$550; and The Serendipity Show, cost $800.
Although I did not elaborate on the above
programs, I will on the five newest to be released.
Messages to the Stars, narrated by Leonard Nimoy, is a
combination of science documentary style for the first
third and science fiction for the final two-thirds. The
program looks at the two Pioneer and Voyager spacecrafts
and what might happen if someday, somewhere, one of
these space probes is found by an alien race. Price,
$1,030. Gifts from. the Gods? is a satire dealing with
intellectual carelessness. _The show dramatically treats
many of the somewhat supernatural, pseudo-scientific
topics so popular today as mysteries dese"rving of serious
consideration. Slowly the audience becomes aware of the
fact that the show is actually satirizing many of their
cherished mysteries. The show takes the position that it
is nearly impossible to tal k a pseudo-science freak out of
his misconceptions, but it is possible to show errors in
logical thought. Price, $1,000 plus royalty to Fiske
I
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Planetarium of $100. Alien
traditional planetarium show
astronomy. However, the audience
presences soon
of other presences in the
to be alien intelligences which have
the earthlings in the Theater. The aliens reveal that
purpose is experimental:
are about to monitor
earthlings' reactions during a mental
the universe. Ultimately, a
responses, must be passed on the
The Invisible Universe which opens with a look
visible universe, is a show which tackles the
technical world of radio astronomy.
Perplexities is
in the
mini-show format
with five separate stores told under the same
-"Solar
and the
and Louis Underground,"
"Journey to the Galactic
" and UWhite
Holes, and Tunnels to Tomorrow."
FREE STAR PROGRAMS will catch
most small planetariums that have little or no
work with. Even the larger facilities will look
the five offered by the Hansen
Salt
City, Utah. The Hansen Planetarium offers five
funded star programs which are distributed
charge to any

return to Hansen the
Although these shows are
Planetarium, there are no fees or limit to
rights. The five free star programs include:
the Universe,
after
the
cosmos, we look into the future of our sun and earth.
And finally, in the eons to come, we watch the
darkening of the heavens as the stars fail.
creatures in that year "may enyy us, tor we
universe when it was young.," This program is made
available to all interested
the American
Chemical Society and the American Association for
Advancement of Science. The
is an
of
the wisdom, humor, and relation to nature of the
American Indians as seen
their astronomy
the National
star mythology. It is made available
Endowment for the Humanities. The Legacy demonstrates
new frontiers in the solar system and the
of

space exploration to life and spirit of man and was
developed with the. assistance of N.A.5.A. The Loneliness
Factor discusses the creation. The Big Bang, stellar
evolution and the chemicals in space suggest that we are
made of star dust. Will there be life on other worlds?
what might it look like? can we communicate with
((them"? This program was also made available by the
American Chemical Society and W. R. Grace and Co.
Footsteps looks at the drama, beauty, and significance of
the Apollo moon flights to the life and spirit of man-and
what the future may bring. Footsteps was developed with
the assistance of Rockwell International.
An finally, a cross between the Hansen and
Strasenburgh programs comes to us from Dallas, Texas.
The organization is called Astral Projections and they
both .sell and RENT their shows. Astral Projections' shows
typically feature a dialogue format with all-original music
and sound effects. By emphasizing the soundtrack and
visuals, these shows attempt to achieve maximum
theatrical impact with a minimum of special effects. They
are especially designed for ease of set-up and presentation.
Unless otherwise noted, show running time is
approximately 30 minutes. There are three types of shows
available: Type I may be presented with only one slide
projector, few or no special effects required, and no pan.
This type allows for extreme ease of set-up and
presentation. Type II will require two or more slide
projectors, some special effects, usually of a standard
type, and possibly one or two panoramas. Type II is
moderately easy to set-up and present. Type III requires
numerous slide projectors, uses many special effects, both
standard and non-standard, traveling zooms and pans and
possibly a 16 mm film. Type III is very complex in its
set-up and presentation. The programs now available are:
A Step Beyond, Type III; How to Watch a Flying
Saucer!, Type I, available for purchase or lease, price

$440; A Dialogue with Galileo, Type I, available
purchase only, $200; What's Your
available for purchase or lease, price $400; As
Krypton, Type II, available for purchase or
$480; Tales of the Zodiac, Type I available for
or lease, price $400. To lease any of these programs
(except for A Dialogue with Gallileo) the standard fee is
$35 the first week and $25 each subsequent week or
of weekly gross revenue, whichever is
have two soundtracks available, Sounds for Plrl'nOl~nn'lIrrH'
price $35, and The Death of the World of Now,
And for $42 you can purchase a partial panorama
Bethlehem in either a three or four
Which brings me to the last of this article, records.
Loch Ness Monster Productions presented us with
album Geodesium and now has a new release called Music
Back-Pack #1 (see Jack Dunn's column in this
has been developed to be background music in show
productions. It is 45 minutes of all-original, all-electronic
music. When purchasing you may choose tape
format-cassette, ~-inch, Yz -inch, or l-inch; tape
speed-3.75 ips, 7.5 ips, or 15 ips; full track, half
or quarter track. The price for Back-Pack #1 is
the music, $5 per reel of tape, or $1 for cassette and $1
for postage.
You can order any of these or obtain more
information by writing to the following:
J

Hansen Planetarium
Donald S. Hall, Director
Strasenburgh Planetarium
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City Utah 8411
657 East Ave., Box 1480
Rochester, New York 14603
Astral Projections
Loch Ness Monster Productions
P.O. Box 31679
Box
Dallas, Texas 75231
Boulder, Colorado 80307
Next issue: Panoramas-Who's got them and where
you can get them!

Cracked Cosmos

I

J

"I think I just told Voyager II to pick up a soil sample!"
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--------------------------------MORE TMC F

Probably one of the most touching effects one can
do after a show is aspectacularsunrise. 11 is also one of the
hardest. An auxiliary projector is definitely in order and
this one fits all TMC projectors.
For a nice and slow sun rise, a slow motor should
be used, V2 RPM or slower. I used a 12 RPH motor when
I had the sun rise over the heelstone for our Stonehenge
show . You also need some colored gels to add to the
effects.
For our moon show I put a small image of the
moon over the hole and a 2 RPM motor driving it and
had a perfect demonstration of how the moon's orbit
carries it above and below the ecliptic.
I have also used th is effect as a revealer projector. I
replaced the sliding brass plate with the hole with one
that had a ~ inch wide slide, and had it reveal a Kodalith
slide that was taped to the back of the sliding plate.
One thing I do not show in the photos is the pin
that hoi'ds the plate to the slide holder. This is needed to
keep the motor from sliding the aluminum plate back and
forth.
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Also, to get the up and down motion the projector
is on its side. This is easily done by installing a ball joint
on the bottom of the projector with the other end
mounted into a wooden pedestal.
The diagrams are fairly self explanatory,
Recommendations.
If you use a larger diameter cam you will find that
the sliding plate has' a longer travel distance.
Obviously there is a limit since the maximum travel
is limited to the diameter -of your slide plane.
The traversing rod should be bent to ease the strain
on the sliding plate.
The sliding plate should be made out of something
relatively stiff (i.e., 1/16" plastic or 1/32" brass
plate),
The 4-40 machine screw should be no longer than

3/16 of an inch. if you use a wide diameter cam, a
longer screw will get in the way.
When the traversing rod is fastened to the
plate the joint shou Id be very loose. As you can see
from the photos I welded an extra piece of metal
onto the plate and tightened a long machine screw
into it. The hole on the traversing rod is too narrow
to come off the head of the screw I but is too wide
to get hung up in th screw threads. A
method is to file off the threads so that the hole
the rod will not have to be as
NOTE: The extra hole on the aluminum plate is
result of an experiment that failed.
I'm beginning to run out of ideas so someone out
there in Planetarium Land had better come up with
to keep this column alive.

Letters
Dear Editor

Dear Editor:

Here is a way to calculate the date of Easter
Sunday for any year.
According to the decree of the Council of NICAEA
(325 A.D.), Easter Sunday is the first Sunday after the
first Full Moon of Spring. Since both Moon and Solar
motions are somewhat difficult to calculate, the church
simplified the means of arriving at the dat.es for the
festival, and introduced both a fictitious moon and a
fictitious sun, which fortunately are close enough to the
real motions for practical purposes.
Thus, Easter falls on the first Sunday following the
Paschal Full Moon.
The most frequently used form of calculation was
conceived by Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) and
published in 1800. The following is a step by step
procedure to calculate the date of Easter Sunday.

In the Summer issue, 1978 of the P/::llnptarlan
released the news of my retirement from Fernbank
Science Center. I am happy to announce that'
planetarium project I mentioned in that letter has
come to fruition. Georgia now has a new
instructional Spitz A2 planetarium under a 15-foot dome,
which I purchased from the Charleston, N.C. Museum.
is now located at the Bradley Observatory of
College in Decatur, Georgia, a private woman's liberal
college.
As I said in my earlier letter: "Planetarium directors
do not die; they slowly fade out since they are
permanently wired to a rheostat." I also said that I had
no intention of fading out yet, so Agnes Scott
has
accepted my proposal to place my planetarium at the
Bradley Observatory in return for which I shall serve
them as Planetarium Director.
I shall still, though, continue to teach
courses at Oglethorpe University for the Lanier
Academy of Atlanta.

Let Y be the year in question (e.g., 1979)
Let H be the hundreds of that year (e.g., 19
Let Q (expression) be the whole quotient of that
expression (e.g., Q( 12) =, 2
7
Let R (expression) be the remainder
expression (e.g. R(1.9 = 5)

of that

7

Auxiliary variables: ?

15 + H M=R

H _ Q( H - 1:)
25

Q(!:!)
4

3

4 + H _ Q(H)
N = R( ----------~-----)
7
Variables M and N change only with the centuries
for 1800 - 1899
for 1900 - 1999
for 2000 - 2099
a

M = 23
M = 24
M = 24

= R( -"()
19

N=4
N=5
N=5
c

Y
= R(--)
7

19a + M
d -_ R( -------)

30

e = R(lQ.±j~±'~-+J·i)
7

The date of Easter is: (22 + d + e) of March.
S. Wieser
Director
Centennial Planetarium
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Yours,
Julius D. W. Staal

Jane's

Corner
BY
Jane P. Geohegan
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230

OVERHEARD:
-:in the lobby of L'Enfant Plaza Hotel, two
planetarium "old-timers" who see each other only at IPS
conferences (and never miss one): "Look out the
window! Isn't that a red balloon with a post card
attached drifting by?"
-at the Vancouver Centenial Museum by David
Hurd, Planetarium Scientist: "The operatore prepared to
brighten the figure of Virgo, with Spica marking the navel
of the figure, so he said, 'Spica occupies a very prominent
spot in the constellation Virgo.' But yesterday's cleaning
of the constellation figure projector had produced a slight
misplacement of Spica on Virgo's body. The Greeks had a
weird sense of Astronomy, but not that weird!"

--by Planetarian Terry Dickinson of the Toronto
facility: An Ontario lecturer responded to a question
about the Zeiss projector with " . . . the Zeiss is run
seven indifferent motors."
--from Robert Tate, Planetarian of Harper
Planetarium in Atlanta: "Planetariums are not the only
places that receive weird requests for plant care, etc. An
instructor at the Atlanta zoo received a request from a
teacher who wanted a program on 'Insects in Outer
Space.' Maybe a joint planetarium-zoo venture?"
-by Plar)etarian James Brown of Norwood, Ohio,
City Schools, who was taken aside by a 40-year old man
and asked intently: "Are the people in Australia really
upside down?"
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